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Who are we?

Europe’s largest industrial alliance for interconnections

FOSG promotes the policy & regulatory framework required to enable an European Supergrid

Representing the entire supply chain

We are present in sectors that develop, install, own, operate and deliver Supergrid infrastructure & related technology.

✓ 1 million jobs
✓ > €200 Billion annual turn-over

Interconnecting electricity for Europe’s sustainable growth!
What are the missing links?

Opportunities for further harmonisation

- More coordination & cooperation at Pan-National level
- Market rules
- Security of Supply
- RES support schemes

Revised Energy Infrastructure Regulation

- One-Stop-Shop for Permitting
- Coordinated XB regulatory frameworks
- Effective incentives to deploy innovate technologies
What are the missing links?

Need to move from theory to practice....

e.g. DESIGN GRID

Integrated offshore project in the North Sea

European Flagship project

North Sea must become a model of cooperation to be expanded to the rest of Europe
Take Aways:
Can we afford to miss this train?

“LOCOMOTION No. 1.”
This is George Stephenson’s quaint looking engine which drew the world’s first passenger train over the Stockton and Darlington Railway one hundred and two years ago. It is depicted resting on the rails used on the pioneer railway.

Photograph by courtesy of the Science Museum, London.
Interconnecting Electricity for Europe’s sustainable growth!
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